Minutes:

We decided that our year's mission is to really focus and "put a face" on Africa. We could do this by putting a face to a specific student we will fund with a scholarship.

Our main focuses this year will be:

1. emphasizing donations
2. volunteer service (for instance, if a hospital gives us a donation, we should make attempts to send volunteers there)
3. solidify relationships with other organisations to 1) draw a larger base group of people and 2) ease economic stress
   a. Bri mentioned a health fare in November in which we could get involved. She will check with the Nursing department.
   b. Many mentioned wanting to work more with the D-center on things like Building Bridges, D-week, etc
   c. We also talked about working with the Ed department on school supply kits to Africa

In thinking of our goals we decided on a target fundraising for $1000 this year. We currently have $147 in our 9-line and $1300 in our Senate account.

Recruitment:
We will have a table at the Organisation Fair this Wednesday. We also have posters that were distributed to hang in the Residence Halls. We had people sign up to talk to big intro classes such as Bio 101, Anthro, Chem, etc.

Programming:
It was suggested that we try to get an educational table at Nobel and possibly also publicize a donation scheme. Vwaire will check on getting a table.

Selling Arts and crafts from Africa was suggested. We are going to check with the people from Mayo about bringing stuff back for us.

A movie night was also suggested. We could use "free will" donations because we can't really "charge" for the movie. But, this way we could get our on-campus event done and "fundraise" at the same time.

Freshmen dorm Penny wars were also suggested. We have to get around the "solicitation" aspect of this before this project can move forward.

Next week chairs will be assigned for the projects we have decided to do. We will meet at 9:30 in the Faculty/Staff Lounge.